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We're Back in Person!
July 14
8:30am - 4:30pm PT |
In person (Kamloops)
REGISTER TODAY
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Support the revival
of the values that
worked so
beautifully in
Indigenous villages
for thousands of
years.
Follow us!
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PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE HUB

PERINATAL SUBSTANCE USE TRAINING

Stop wasting your time researching
resources and stop by the BCAPOP
Professional Resource Hub! We
regularly update this one-stop-shop
that is filled with Indigenous resources,
evidence based resources, social
wellness and more.

Hi, Victoria and Richmond! BCAPOP is
coming to you with our popular Perinatal
Substance Use Training in Sept and Oct
2022!
Join our Executive Director, Heather
Cameron, for an in-person two-day
workshop on how to support pregnant,
postpartum and newly parenting people
who use substances.

"I am so happy I did (take the workshop). A big part of my job over the years is dealing with
parents struggling with substance use during pregnancy and early parenthood and
breastfeeding. I loved the way you shared your personal stories intertwined in this training,
it was done in such beautiful, helpful way. I feel like there is always a dance between
oversharing and sharing in a good way, when sharing our own personal experiences. The
way you shared was very beneficial and beautiful and I believe a true gift to those taking
the course.”
- Jordan Davis, Director of Health & Wellness, Williams Lake First Nation
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Follow us!

New Research Study Alert
The Centre of Excellence for Women’s Health is conducting a
new study to learn more about women’s perspectives,
opinions, and experiences with chronic pain and prescribed
opioids. The centre is inviting women who have
experience(d) chronic pain and have been prescribed opioids
for pain management to a 1-hour virtual or phone interview.

Did you know our Pregnancy
HUB Program has a new home?
Sign up for a FREE professional
membership to get digital
advertising to share with your
participants, patients and clients!
We acknowledge the financial support of the
Province of British Columbia.
Follow us!
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